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Suppose R is a Noetherian ring and suppose a is an ideal of R. It is well-known
that a can be written as an intersection of nitely many irreducible ideals. In her
1921's paper, Emmy Noether showed that if a = a1\a2\\an is an irredundant
intersection of irreducible ideals, then the number n is always the same. In other
words, the number n depends only on a, not on the particular decomposition.
This number n is called the index of reducibility of a and we denote the number
n by NR(a), or N(a) if there is no ambiguity.
Let R = Q[x;y;z] and let qn be the ideal hx2n;y2n;(xy + z)n;zni of Q[x;y;z]
for all n 2 N. In this thesis, we want to compute N(qn). We will prove that
N(qn)  n if n is even and N(qn)  2n if n is odd.
In Chapter 2, we review some denitions and properties that we need. First, in
Section 2.1, if M is a module over a Noetherian local ring (R;m), we introduce the
socle of M, which is dened to be Soc(M) = (0 :M m), and the socle dimension
Socdim(M) of M. We will also prove that if a is an m-primary ideal, then
N(a) = Socdim(R=a):
For the case where R is not local, we will prove that if m is a maximal ideal of R
and if a is an m-primary ideal, then
NRm(am) = NR(a):
Hence we have that
NR(a) = NRm(am) = SocdimRm(Rm=am):
Secondly, in Section 2.2, we introduce some properties of monomials and Groebner
bases. Thirdly, in Section 2.3, we will prove that the determinant of a special
matrix is nonzero, which we will need in some proofs in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 3, we want to nd a Groebner basis for the ideals qn. We will use
the special matrix that we discuss in Chapter 2 to nd some special polynomials
in qn and we will use the properties of Groebner bases to deduce the set of the
polynomials that we nd is indeed a Groebner basis for the ideals qn.
1In Chapter 4, we use the Groebner basis which we nd in Chapter 3 to show
that
(qn : m)  qn + x
ky
kz
2k 1hx
2k;y
2kihx;yi
k 1
if n = 2k and that
(qn : m)  qn +x
ky
kz
2khx
2k+1;y
2k+1ihx;yi
k +x
k+1y
k+1z
2k 1hx
2k+1;y
2k+1ihx;yi
k 1
if n = 2k + 1. We will prove that the images of these extra elements in R=qn are
linearly independent over Q. Hence, their images in (R=qn)m ' Rm=(qn)m are also
linearly independent over Rm=mm ' Q. Therefore, we have
NR(qn) = NRm((qn)m) = Socdim(Rm=(qn)m) 
8
<
:
n if n is even,
2n if n is odd.
22 Preliminaries
2.1 Index of Reducibility and Socle Dimensions
Let R be a Noetherian ring and let a be an ideal of R. It is well-known that
a can be written as an intersection of nitely many irreducible ideals. Let a =
a1 \ a2 \  \ an be an irredundant intersection of irreducible ideals. In Emmy
Noether's 1921 paper, she showed that the number n depends only on a, not on
the particular decomposition. This number n is called the index of reducibility
of a and denoted by NR(a), or N(a) if there is no danger of ambiguity.
On the other hand, let (R;m;k) be a local ring and let M be an R-module.
Then the socle of M is
Soc(M) = (0 :M m) = fx 2 M j mx = 0g:
Because m  Ann(Soc(M)), Soc(M) is a vector space over k. The socle dimen-
sion of M is the dimension of Soc(M) as a vector space over k and is denoted
by Socdim(M).
Suppose (R;m;k) is a Noetherian local ring and a is an m-primary ideal. We
want to know the relation between N(a) and Socdim(R=a). In fact, we will show
that N(a) = Socdim(R=a). When we prove this, we will need the following three
lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Let (R;m;k) be a Noetherian local ring, let a be an m-primary ideal,
and let a1;a2 be ideals such that a = a1 \ a2. Suppose a ( a1 and a ( a2. Then
there exists an element x1 2 a2 such that x = 2 a1 and x 2 (a : m).
Proof. Since a is an m-primary ideal and since R is a Noetherian ring, we have
mn  a  m for some n. Hence mna2  a. Since a2 * a, we can choose  2 N[f0g
such that ma2 * a and m+1a2  a. Hence there exists an element x 2 ma2 n a
with mx  a. Therefore, x 2 a2, x = 2 a1, and x 2 (a : m).
Lemma 2.2. Let (R;m;k) be a Noetherian local ring and let a be an m-primary
ideal. If a is irreducible, then
Socdim(R=a) = 1:
3Proof. We rst show that Socdim(R=a) 6= 0, i.e., there exists an element x 2 (a :
m) and x = 2 a. Since a is m-primary, mn  a  m for some n 2 N. Since m0 * a,
we can choose  2 N [ f0g such that m * a and m+1  a. Hence, there exists
an element x 2 m n a such that mx  m  m = m+1  a, i.e., x 2 (a : m) and
x = 2 a. Now we show that Socdim(R=a) < 2. Suppose not, then there exist two
elements x and y in (a : m)na such that x+a and y +a are linearly independent
over k in R=a. Since x + a and y + a are linearly independent in R=a, we have
k(x+a)\k(y +a) = 0 in R=a, i.e., (hxi+a)\(hyi+a) = a in R. Since x;y = 2 a,
we have (hxi + a) ) a and (hyi + a) ) a. Hence a is reducible and we get a
contradiction. Therefore, Socdim(R=a) = 1
Lemma 2.3. Let (R;m;k) be a Noetherian local ring. Let M and N be R-modules.
1. If  : M  ! N is an R-module homomorphism, then  induces an R-module
homomorphism Soc() : Soc(M)  ! Soc(N).
2. If 0  ! M

 ! N is exact, then 0  ! Soc(M)
Soc()
 ! Soc(N) is exact and
Socdim(M)  Socdim(N).
3. Soc(M  N) = Soc(M)  Soc(N) and Socdim(M  N) = Socdim(M) +
Socdim(N).
Proof. For 1., let x 2 Soc(M) = (0 :M m) = fx 2 M j mx = 0g. We want to
show that (x) 2 Soc(N), i.e., m(x) = 0. Since y(x) = (yx) = (0) = 0 for
all y 2 m, we have m(x) = 0.
For 2., since  is one-to-one, the restriction homomorphism Soc() is also
one-to-one. Hence 0  ! Soc(M)
Soc()
 ! Soc(N) is exact and hence Socdim(M) 
Socdim(N).
To prove 3., let x  y be an element in Soc(M  N), where x 2 M and
y 2 N. Since x  y 2 Soc(M  N), we have m(x  y) = 0 in M  N. Hence
mxmy = m(xy) = 0 for every element m 2 m and hence mx = 0 and my = 0
for every element m 2 m. Therefore, we have mx = 0 and my = 0. Hence,
x 2 Soc(M) and y 2 Soc(N), and so x  y 2 Soc(M)  Soc(N). On the other
hand, if xy 2 Soc(M)Soc(N) with x 2 Soc(M) and y 2 Soc(N), then mx = 0
4and my = 0. Since m(x  y)  mx  my = 0 in M  N, x  y 2 Soc(M  N).
Hence Soc(M N) = Soc(M)Soc(N) and so Socdim(M N) = Socdim(M)+
Socdim(N).
Proposition 2.4. Let (R;m;k) be a Noetherian local ring and let a be an m-
primary ideal. Suppose a = a1 \ a2 \  \ an is an irredundant intersection of
irreducible ideals. Then Socdim(R=a) = n.
Proof. If a is irreducible, then we have n = 1 = Socdim(R=a) by Lemma 2.2.
Suppose n > 2 and consider the R-module homomorphism
 : R=a ! R=a1  R=a2    R=an
which is dened by r + a 7! (r + a1;r + a2; ;r + an) for all r + a 2 R=a. Since
ker = a1 \ a2 \  \ an = a, we have  is one-to-one. By Lemma 2.3, we have
that the induced homomorphism
Soc() : Soc(R=a)  ! Soc(R=a1  R=a2    R=an)
is one-to-one and so
Socdim(R=a)  Socdim(R=a1  R=a2    R=an)
= Socdim(R=a1) + Socdim(R=a2) +  + Socdim(R=an):
Since ai is irreducible, by Lemma 2.2 again, we have Soc(R=ai) = 1. Hence
Socdim(R=a)  n. On the other hand, since a is m-primary and a (
\
j6=i
aj for
all i = 1;2;:::;n, by Lemma 2.1, there exists xi 2
\
j6=i
aj such that xi = 2 ai and
xi 2 (a : m) for each i = 1;2;:::;n. We claim that x1 + a;x2 + a;:::;xn + a are
linearly independent over R=m = k. Suppose that they are linearly dependent
over k. Then there exist c1+m;c2+m;:::;cn+m 2 k with c1+m;c2+m;:::;cn+m
not all zero such that c1x1 +c2x2 ++cnxn 2 a. Without loss of generality, we
may assume c1 = 2 m. Since R is a local ring, we know that c1 is a unit in R. Since
c1x1 + c2x2 +  + cnxn 2 a  a1 and since x2;x3;:::;xn 2 a1, we have c1x1 2 a1
and so x1 2 a1. Then we get a contradiction. Hence x1+a1;x2+a2;:::;xn+an 2
(a : m)=a are linearly independent over k and so Socdim(R=a)  n. Therefore,
Socdim(R=a) = n.
5Suppose R is a Noetherian ring and suppose a is an m-primary ideal, where
m is a maximal ideal of R. We want to show that NR(a) = NRm(am), i.e. if
a = a1\a2\\an is an irredundant intersection of irreducible ideals in R, then
am = (a1)m\(a2)m\\(an)m is an irredundant intersection of irreducible ideals
in Rm. First, we will show that if a is an irreducible m-primary ideal in R, then
am is also irreducible in Rm.
Lemma 2.5. Let R be a Noetherian ring and let m be a maximal ideal of R.
Suppose a is an irreducible ideal in R. If a is an m-primary ideal, then am is also
irreducible in Rm.
Proof. Suppose am = I \ J with am ( I and am ( J, where I and J are ideals of
Rm. Let b = I\R and let c = J\R. Since am  I, we have a  am\R  I\R = b.
Similarly, we have a  c. Hence a  b \ c. Moreover, we have
((b \ c)=a)m ' (b \ c)m=am = (bm \ cm)=am = 0
and
((b \ c)=a)p ' (b \ c)p=ap = Rp=Rp = 0
for any maximal ideal p in R with p 6= m. Hence we have a = b\c. Since am ( I
and am ( J, we have a ( b and a ( c. Therefore, a is reducible and we get a
contradiction.
Proposition 2.6. Let R be a Noetherian ring and let m be a maximal ideal of R.
If a is an m-primary ideal, then NR(a) = NRm(am).
Proof. Suppose NR(a) = n and suppose a = a1 \ a2 \  \ an is an irredundant
intersection of irreducible ideals in R. We want to show that
am = (a1 \ a2 \  \ an)m = (a1)m \ (a2)m \  \ (an)m
is also an irredundant intersection of irreducible ideals in Rm. For every i =
1;2;:::;n, since ai is irreducible in R, we have (ai)m is irreducible in Rm by
Lemma 2.5. To show that the intersection is irredundant, we only need to show
that r(ai) do not meet R n m. Since a is m-primary, ai is also m-primary. Hence
we know r(ai) \ (R n m) is empty and the proof is complete.
62.2 Groebner Bases
In this section, we will introduce some properties of monomials and Groebner
bases that we will use in later chapters. Throughout this thesis, we use lex order
with x > y > z for the monomial ordering.
Denition 2.7. Let Q[x;y;z] be a polynomial ring, where Q is the eld of rational
numbers. Suppose f =
n X
i=1
aix
iy
iz

i is a nonzero polynomial in Q[x;y;z], where
ai 2 Q n f0g, n 2 N, and i;i;
i 2 Z0 for all i = 1;2;:::;n.
1. The multidegree of f is
multideg(f) = maxf(i;i;
i) j i = 1;2;:::;ng:
2. The leading coecient of f is
lc(f) = ai; where (i;i;
i) = multideg(f):
3. The leading monomial of f is
lm(f) = x
y
z

; where (;;
) = multideg(f):
4. The leading term of f is
lt(f) = lc(f)  lm(f):
Denition 2.8. Let I be a nonzero ideal in Q[x;y;z].
1. The set of leading terms of elements of I is
lt(I) = flt(f) j f 2 Ig:
2. A nite subset G = fg1;g2;:::;gsg of I is called a Groebner basis if
hlt(g1);:::;lt(gs)i = hlt(I)i.
Proposition 2.9. Any Groebner basis for an ideal I is a basis of I.
7For all f;g1;g2;:::;gs 2 Q[x;y;z], the Division Algorithm for polynomials
tells us that we can divide f by g1;g2;:::;gs. In other words, f can be written as
f = a1g1 + a2g2 +  + asgs + r;
where a1;a2;:::;as;r 2 Q[x;y;z] and either the remainder r = 0 or no term of r
is divisible by any of lt(g1);lt(g2);:::;lt(gs). It is worth pointing out that the
remainder depends on the order of g1;g2;:::;gs. In other words, if we apply the
Division Algorithm to divide f by g2;g1;g3;:::;gs, we may obtain a remainder
dierent from r. This causes a problem: even if we obtain a nonzero remainder
when we divide f by g1;g2;:::;gs, we still can not say that f is not contained in
the ideal hg1;g2;:::;gsi. Fortunately, Groebner bases can solve this problem.
Proposition 2.10. Let G = fg1;g2;:::;gsg be a Groebner basis for an ideal
I ( Q[x;y;z] and let f 2 Q[x;y;z]. Then f 2 I if and only if the remainder on
division of f by G is zero.
This proposition can be proved using the denition of Groebner bases and the
following proposition.
Proposition 2.11. Let A be a subset of Z3
0 and let I = hxyz
 j (;;
) 2 Ai
be a monomial ideal in Q[x;y;z]. Then a monomial x0y0z
0 2 I if and only if
x0y0z
0 is divisible by xyz
 for some (;;
) 2 A.
So far we have that if G is a Groebner basis of an ideal I in Q[x;y;z], according
to Proposition 2.10, we can easily check that whether a polynomial f belongs to
I by computing the remainder on division of f by G. Next, we want to determine
whether a basis is a Groebner basis. First, we introduce a denition that we will
need.
Denition 2.12. Let f;g 2 Q[x;y;z] be nonzero polynomials. If multideg(f) =
(1;1;
1) and multideg(g) = (2;2;
2), then the S-polynomial of f and g is
the combination
S(f;g) =
x3y3z
3
lt(f)
 f  
x3y3z
3
lt(g)
 g;
where 3 = maxf1;2g, 3 = maxf1;2g, and 
3 = maxf
1;
2g.
8In general, we usually use the following theorem to determine whether a basis
is a Groebner basis.
Theorem 2.13. A basis G = fg1;g2;:::;gsg for an ideal I is a Groebner basis if
and only if for all i 6= j, the remainder on division of S(gi;gj) by G is zero.
However, in this thesis, we will use the following denition and another theorem
to approach this problem.
Denition 2.14. Let G = fg1;g2;:::gsg  Q[x;y;z]. Given f 2 Q[x;y;z], we
say f reduces to zero modulo G, denoted by
f  !G 0;
if f can be written in the form
f = a1g1 + a2g2 +  + asgs
such that whenever aigi 6= 0, we have multideg(f)  multideg(aigi).
Theorem 2.15. A basis G = fg1;g2;:::;gsg for an ideal I is a Groebner basis if
and only if S(gi;gj)  !G 0 for all i 6= j.
The proof of this theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.13 and can
be found in [CLO, 2].
2.3 A Special Matrix and its Determinant
In this section, we will show that the determinant of the matrix
0
B B
B B B
@
  n
j+i 1
   n
j+i 2


 n
j

  n
j+i 2
   n
j+i 3


  n
j 1

. . .
. . . ... . . .
 n
j
   n
j 1


  n
j i+1

1
C C C
C C
A
is nonzero. This property will be used in Chapter 3. In order to show that, we
prove the following two lemmas rst.
9Lemma 2.16.
m X
k=0
 m
k
  n
l+k

=
 n+m
l+m

for all l 2 Z and m;n 2 N [ f0g.
Proof. We prove this by induction on m. For the base case m = 0,
m X
k=0
 m
k
  n
l+k

=
 0
0
 n
l

=
 n
l

=
 n+m
l+m

:
Suppose m > 0 and suppose that the identity holds true for m   1, i.e.,
m 1 X
k=0
 m 1
k
  n
l+k

=
 l+m 1
l+m 1

for all l 2 Z. Note that
m X
k=0
 m
k
  n
l+k

=
 m
0
 n
l

+
m 1 X
k=1
 m
k
  n
l+k

+
 m
m
  n
l+m

=
 m 1
0
 n
l

+
m 1 X
k=1
 m 1
k

+
 m 1
k 1
  n
l+k

+
 m 1
m 1
  n
l+m

=
 m 1
0
 n
l

+
m 1 X
k=1
 m 1
k
  n
l+k

+
m 2 X
k=0
 m 1
k
  n
l+1+k

+
 m 1
m 1
  n
l+m

=
m 1 X
k=0
 m 1
k
  n
l+k

+
m 1 X
k=0
 m 1
k
  n
l+1+k

:
By the induction hypothesis, we have
m 1 X
k=0
 m 1
k
  n
l+k

=
 n+m 1
l+m 1

and
m 1 X
k=0
 m 1
k
  n
l+1+k

=
 n+m 1
l+m

:
Hence,
m X
k=0
 m
k
  n
l+k

=
 n+m 1
l+m 1

+
 n+m 1
l+m

=
 n+m
l+m

:
10Lemma 2.17.
s 1 X
k=0
 s 1
k

( 1)kP
l s+k
t 1 =
8
<
:
0 if t < s;
( 1)s 1(s   1)! if t = s;
for all
t;l;s 2 N with l  s  t:
Proof. We prove this by induction on s. For the base case s = 1, t must be 1 and
so
s 1 X
k=0
 s 1
k

( 1)kP
l s+k
t 1 =
 0
0

( 1)0P
l 1
0 = P
l 1
0 = 1 = ( 1)s 1(s   1)!:
Suppose s  2 and suppose that the identity is true for s   1, i.e.,
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+1+k
t 1 =
8
<
:
0 if t < s   1;
( 1)s 2(s   2)! if t = s   1;
for all t;l 2 N with l  s   1  t. Then
s 1 X
k=0
 s 1
k

( 1)kP
l s+k
t 1
=
 s 1
0

( 1)0P
l s
t 1 +
s 2 X
k=1
 s 1
k

( 1)kP
l s+k
t 1 +
 s 1
s 1

( 1)s 1P
l 1
t 1
=
 s 1
0

( 1)0P
l s
t 1 +
s 2 X
k=1
 s 2
k

+
 s 2
k 1

( 1)kP
l s+k
t 1 +
 s 1
s 1

( 1)s 1P
l 1
t 1
=
 s 2
0

( 1)0P
l s
t 1+
s 2 X
k=1
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+k
t 1 +
s 3 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)k+1P
l s+k+1
t 1 +
 s 2
s 2

( 1)s 1P
l 1
t 1
=
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+k
t 1 +
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)k+1P
l s+k+1
t 1
=
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+k
t 1  
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+k+1
t 1 :
If t < s   1, then
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+k
t 1  
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+k+1
t 1 = 0   0 = 0:
11If t = s   1, then
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+k
t 1  
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+k+1
t 1 = ( 1)s 2(s   2)!   ( 1)s 2(s   2)! = 0:
If t = s, then
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+k
t 1  
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+k+1
t 1
=
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)k 
P
l s+k
s 1   P
l s+k+1
s 1

=
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)k 
(l   2s + k + 2)P
l s+k
s 2   (l   s + k + 1)P
l s+k
s 2

=
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)k( s + 1)P
l s+k
s 2
=  (s   1)
s 2 X
k=0
 s 2
k

( 1)kP
l s+k
s 2
=  (s   1)( 1)s 2(s   2)!
= ( 1)s 1(s   1)!:
Now we can use the two lemmas to prove the determinant of the matrix is
nonzero.
Proposition 2.18. Let n;i;j 2 N with i + j   1  n. Then the determinant of
the i  i matrix 0
B B
B B B
@
  n
j+i 1
   n
j+i 2


 n
j

  n
j+i 2
   n
j+i 3


  n
j 1

. . .
. . . ... . . .
 n
j
   n
j 1


  n
j i+1

1
C C
C C C
A
12is not equal to zero.
Proof. Let
A =
0
B B B B B
@
  n
j+i 1
   n
j+i 2


 n
j

  n
j+i 2
   n
j+i 3


  n
j 1

. . .
. . . ... . . .
 n
j
   n
j 1


  n
j i+1

1
C C C C C
A
and let auv be the (u;v) entry of A, i.e.,
auv =

n
j + i   u   v + 1

for every u;v = 1;2;:::;i. Let B be the i  i matrix whose (u;v) entry is
buv =
8
<
:
 i u
i v

if u  v;
0 if u > v;
i.e.,
B =
0
B B B B
B
@
 i 1
i 1
  i 1
i 2


 i 1
0

0
 i 2
i 2


 i 2
0

. . .
. . . ... . . .
0 0 
 0
0

1
C C C C
C
A
:
Then we have that the (u;v) entry of BA is
i X
k=1
bukakv =
i X
k=u
bukakv =
i u X
k=0
bu(i k)a(i k)v =
i u X
k=0
 i u
k
  n
j+k v+1

:
Apply Lemma 2.16 with m = i   u and l = j   v + 1, then we get
i X
k=1
bukakv =

n + i   u
j + i + 1   u   v

:
13Hence we have
det(BA)
= det
0
B B B B B
@
 n+i 1
j+i 1
  n+i 1
j+i 2


 n+i 1
j

 n+i 2
j+i 2
  n+i 2
j+i 3


 n+i 2
j 1

. . .
. . . ... . . .
 n
j
   n
j 1


  n
j+1 i

1
C C C C C
A
=
 n+i 1
j+i 1
 n+i 2
j+i 2


 n
j

det
0
B B B
B B B
@
1
(j+i 1)
(n j+1)
(j+i 1)(j+i 2)
(n j+1)(n j+2) 
(j+i 1)(j+i 2)(j+1)
(n j+1)(n j+2)(n j+i 1)
1
(j+i 2)
(n j+1)
(j+i 2)(j+i 3)
(n j+1)(n j+2) 
(j+i 2)(j+i 3)(j)
(n j+1)(n j+2)(n j+i 1)
. . .
. . .
. . . ... . . .
1
j
(n j+1)
j(j 1)
(n j+1)(n j+2) 
j(j 1)(j i+2)
(n j+1)(n j+2)(n j+i 1)
1
C C C
C C C
A
= a  det
0
B B B B B
@
1 (j + i   1) (j + i   1)(j + i   2)  (j + i   1)(j + i   2)(j + 1)
1 (j + i   2) (j + i   2)(j + i   3)  (j + i   2)(j + i   3)j
. . .
. . .
. . . ... . . .
1 j j(j   1)  j(j   1)(j   i + 2)
1
C C C C
C
A
= a  det
0
B B B
B B
@
P
i+j 1
0 P
i+j 1
1 P
i+j 1
2  P
i+j 1
i 1
P
i+j 2
0 P
i+j 2
1 P
i+j 2
2  P
i+j 2
i 1
. . .
. . .
. . . ... . . .
P
i+j i
0 P
i+j i
1 P
i+j i
2  P
i+j i
i 1
1
C C C C
C
A
;
where a =
 n+i 1
j+i 1
 n+i 2
j+i 2


 n
j

1
(n j+1)i 1(n j+2)i 2(n j+i 1)1. Let C be the i  i
matrix whose (u;v) entry is
cuv = P
i+j u
v 1 :
Then we have detB  detA = det(BA) = a  detC. Notice that a 6= 0. Therefore,
if detC 6= 0, then detA 6= 0. Let D be the i  i matrix whose (u;v) entry is
duv =
8
<
:
0 if u < v;
 u 1
u v

( 1)u v if u  v:
14Then we have that the (u;v) entry of DC is
i X
k=1
dukckv =
u X
k=1
dukckv =
u 1 X
k=0
du(u k)c(u k)v =
u 1 X
k=0
 u 1
k

( 1)kP
i+j u+k
v 1 :
Apply Lemma 2.17 with s = u, t = v, and l = i + j. Then we have
i X
k=1
dukckv =
8
<
:
0 if v < u;
( 1)u 1(u   1)! if v = u:
Hence DC is an upper triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal entries. Thus
detD  detC = det(DC) 6= 0. Therefore, detC 6= 0. This implies detA 6= 0 and
the proof is complete.
153 Groebner Bases for the Ideals qn
In the polynomial ring Q[x;y;z], let m be the maximal ideal hx;y;zi, and for
every n 2 N, let qn be the ideal hx2n;y2n;(xy + z)n;zni. In order to realize what
elements belong to the ideal (qn : m), we want to nd a Groebner basis for qn.
Here, we handle the ideal q0
n = hx2n;(xy + z2)n;zni rst.
With decreasing order, we expand (xy + z2)n to
(xy + z
2)
n = x
ny
n +

n
1

x
n 1y
n 1z
2 +

n
2

x
n 2y
n 2z
4 +  +

n
n

z
2n:
Notice that the degree of every term of the polynomial above has the following
specic rule: If the degree of one term is (l1;l2;l3), then the degree of the next
term is precisely (l1   1;l2   1;l3 + 2). For convenience, we dene P(l1;l2;l3) to
be the set of polynomials which are of the form
f = a0x
l1y
l2z
l3 + a1x
l1 1y
l2 1z
l3+2 +  + asx
l1 sy
l2 sz
l3+2s;
where a0 2 Qnf0g, a1;:::;as 2 Q and s;l1;l2;l3 2 Z0. Since (xy +z2)n satises
the property, (xy + z2)n 2 P(n;n;0).
Lemma 3.1. Let f be a polynomial in q0
n. If f 2 P(2n   i;n   j;2m), then for
all  j + m  0, there exist 0;1;:::; j+m 2 Q such that
f =(ox
n i+my
 j+m + 1x
n i+m 1y
 j+m 1z
2 +  +  j+mx
n i+jz
 2j+2m)(xy + z
2)
n
+ h1x
2n + h2z
n
for some h1;h2 2 Q[x;y;z].
Proof. Since f is a polynomial in q0
n = hx2n;(xy+z2)n;zni, there exists a polyno-
mial g = c0g0+c1g1++csgs such that f = g  (xy + z2)n in q0
n=hx2n;zni, where
c0;c1;:::;cs 2 Qnf0g and g0;g1;:::;gs are distinct monomials in Q[x;y;z]. Then
we have
f =g  (xy + z2)n
=(c0g0 + c1g1 +  + csgs)  (xy + z2)n
=c0g0  (xy + z2)n + c1g1  (xy + z2)n +  + csgs  (xy + z2)n
16in q0
n=hx2n;zni. Consider the set
 = fx
2n i+m ly
n j+m lz
2l j l 2 N; 2n   i + m   l  0; and n   j + m   l  0g:
After rearranging the indices of g0;g1;:::;gs, we can assume that c0g0(xy +
z2)n;c1g1(xy + z2)n;:::;crgr(xy + z2)n are the terms whose leading monomials
belong to  and that cr+1gr+1(xy + z2)n;cr+2gr+2(xy + z2)n;:::;csgs(xy + z2)n
are the terms whose leading monomials do not belong to . Notice that for
each r = 0;1;:::;s, lm(crgr(xy + z2)n) 2  if and only if every monomial of
crgr(xy +z2)n belongs to . Since f 2 P(2n i;n j;2m), every monomial of f
belongs to , hence the sum of ckgk(xy + z2)n for k = r + 1;r + 2;:::;s must be
zero in q0
n=hx2n;zni. Thus we have
f = c0g0(xy + z2)n + c1g1(xy + z2)n +  + crgr(xy + z2)n
in q0
n=hx2n;zni, where lm(ckgk(xy+z2)n) 2  for all k = 0;1;:::;r. For each k =
0;1;:::;r, since lm(ckgk(xy+z2)n) 2 , lm(ckgk(xy+z2)n) = x2n i+m lkyn j+m lkz2lk
and so lm(ckgk) = xn i+m lky j+m lkz2lk for some lk 2 N with n i+m lk  0
and  j +m lk  0. Since these gk are distinct, the corresponding lk are distinct
too. Hence, for all t = 0;1;:::; j + m, if we dene
t =
8
<
:
ck if t = lk for some k = 0;1;:::;r;
0 otherwise;
then we can write
f = (oxn i+my j+m + 1xn i+m 1y j+m 1z2 +  +  j+mxn i+jz 2j+2m)(xy + z2)n
in q0
n=hx2n;zni. Therefore, we obtain
f =(ox
n i+my
 j+m + 1x
n i+m 1y
 j+m 1z
2 +  +  j+mx
n i+jz
 2j+2m)(xy + z
2)
n
+ h1x
2n + h2z
n
for some h1;h2 2 Q[x;y;z] and the proof is complete.
Lemma 3.2. For each i;j 2 N with 0 < 2i+2j 2 < n, there exists a polynomial
f 2 q0
n such that f 2 P(2n i;n j;2i+2j  2). Moreover, if we further require
that the degree of z in every term of f is less than n and lc(f) = 1, then f is
unique.
17Proof. For existence, since Proposition 2.18 tells us that
det
0
B B B B B
@
  n
j+i 1
   n
j+i 2


 n
j

  n
j+i 2
   n
j+i 3


  n
j 1

. . .
. . . ... . . .
 n
j
   n
j 1


  n
j i+1

1
C C C C C
A
6= 0;
there exists (0;1;:::;i 1) 2 Qi such that
0
B B B B B
@
  n
j+i 1
   n
j+i 2


 n
j

  n
j+i 2
   n
j+i 3


  n
j 1

. . .
. . . ... . . .
 n
j
   n
j 1


  n
j i+1

1
C C C C C
A
0
B B B B B
@
0
1
. . .
i 1
1
C C C C C
A
=
0
B B B B B
@
1
0
. . .
0
1
C C C C C
A
:
For each k = 0;1;:::;i 1, dene fk = k xn+j 1 kyi 1 kz2k (xy+z2)n. We list
the coecients and the corresponding monomials of fk in Table 1 and Table 2.
Then by adding the coecients together for each column, we see that
i 1 X
k=0
fk = g  x
2n + f
for some polynomials g 2 Q[x;y;z] and f 2 P(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2) with
lt(f) = x2n iyn jz2i+2j 2. Moreover, we have
f =
i 1 X
k=0
fk   gx2n
=
i 1 X
k=0
kx
n+j 1 ky
i 1 kz
2k(xy + z
2)
n   gx
2n
=
"
i 1 X
k=0
kx
n+j 1 ky
i 1 kz
2k
#
(xy + z2)n   gx2n 2 hx2n;(xy + z2)n;zni = q0
n:
Therefore, f is a polynomial that we need.
For uniqueness, let f 2 q0
n such that f 2 P(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2), the
degree of z in every term of f is less than n, and lc(f) = 1. Since the polynomial
18f 2 P(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2), we can apply Lemma 3.1 with m = i + j   1,
and get
f =(0x
n+j 1y
i 1 + 1x
n+j 2y
i 2z
2 +  + i 1x
n i+jz
2i 2)(xy + z
2)
n
+ h1x
2n + h2z
n
for some 0;1; ;i 1 2 Q and h1;h2 2 Q[x;y;z]. Since lm(f) = x2n iyn jz2i+2j 2
and lc(f) = 1, making use of Table 1 (or Table 2), we have the equation
0
B B B
B B
@
  n
j+i 1
   n
j+i 2


 n
j

  n
j+i 2
   n
j+i 3


  n
j 1

. . .
. . . ... . . .
 n
j
   n
j 1


  n
j i+1

1
C C C C
C
A
0
B B B B
B
@
0
1
. . .
i 1
1
C C C C
C
A
=
0
B B B B
B
@
1
0
. . .
0
1
C C C C
C
A
:
Since the determinants of the square matrix in the above equation are not equal
to zero, again by Proposition 2.18, 0;1;:::;i 1 are unique. Note that f has no
term with degree of x  2n or degree of z  n, hence the polynomials h1x2n+h2zn
is uniquely determined by 0;1;:::;i 1. Therefore, f is unique.
For each i;j 2 N with 0 < 2i + 2j   2 < n, Lemma 3.2 says that there exists
f 2 q0
n such that f 2 P(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2). Lemma 3.2 also tells us that
if the degree of z in every term of f is less than n and if lc(f) = 1, then f is
unique. For convenience, we use p(2n i;n j;2i+2j  2) to denote this unique
f in q0
n.
Remark 3.3. Notice that
p(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2) =
l X
k=0
kx
2n i ky
n j kz
2i+2j 2+2k
for some l 2 N, where 0 = 1 and k 2 Q for all k = 1;2;:::;l. Hence, if
2i + 2j   2 = n   1 or n   2, then 2i + 2j   2 + 2k  n for all k  1 and then
the leading term of f is the only term of f having the degree of z less than n.
Since the degree of z in every term of p(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2) is less than
n, the polynomial p(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2) must be a monomial and equal to
x2n iyn jz2i+2j 2.
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20Next, we want to show that there does not exist a polynomial f in q0
n such that
f 2 P(2n i;n j;2i+2j 2 2l) for all l 2 N. In other words, if we replace the
condition f 2 P(2n i;n j;2i+2j  2) by f 2 P(2n i;n j;2i+2j  2 2l)
for some l 2 N in Lemma 3.2, the polynomial f does not exist in q0
n. Before we
do this, we make use of Table 1 and Table 2 and observe the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let i0;j0;l 2 Z with 0 < i0+l  2n and 0 < j0+l  n. There does not
exist a polynomial f 2 q0
n such that f 2 P(2n (i0+l);n (j0+l);2i0+2j0 2+2l)
and the degree of z in every term of f is less than n.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of uniqueness in Lemma 3.2. Assume that
f is a polynomial in q0
n such that f 2 P(2n (i0+l);n (j0+l);2i0+2j0 2+2l)
and the degree of z in every term of f is less than n. Since
f 2 P(2n   (i
0 + l);n   (j
0 + l);2i
0 + 2j
0   2 + 2l);
we can apply Lemma 3.1 with i = i0 +l;j = j0 +l;m = i0 +j0  1+l, and get f =
(0xn+j0 1yi0 1+1xn+j0 2yi0 2z2++i0 1xn i0+j0z2i0 2)(xy+z2)n+h1x2n+h2zn
for some h1;h2 2 Q[x;y;z]. Since lm(f) = x2n (i0+l)yn (j0+l)z2i0+2j0 2+2l, making
use of Table 1 (or Table 2) with i;j replaced by i0;j0, we have the equation
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Since Proposition 2.18 tells us that the determinants of the square matrix in
the above equation are not equal to zero, we get 0 = 1 =  = i0 1 = 0.
Hence f = h1x2n + h2zn. Note that f has no term with degree of x  2n or
degree of z  n, hence the polynomial f must equal zero. Therefore, we get a
contradiction.
Corollary 3.5. Let i;j;l 2 N. There does not exist a polynomial f in q0
n such
that f 2 P(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2   2l) and the degree of z in every term of f
is less than n.
21Proof. Apply Lemma 3.4 with i0 = i   l and j0 = j   l.
Lemma 3.6. Let
G
0 = fx
2n;z
n;(xy+z
2)
n;p(2n i;n j;2i+2j 2) j i;j 2 N;0 < 2i+2j 2 < ng
and let f be a polynomial in q0
n. If f 2 P(2n i0;n j0;2m0) for some i0;j0;m0 2
N, then f  !G0 0.
Proof. Since f 2 P(2n   i0;n   j0;2m0), we can write
f = a0x
2n i0y
n j0z
2m0 +a1x
2n i0 1y
n j0 1z
2m0+2 ++asx
2n i0 sy
n j0 sz
2m0+2s
with a0;a1;:::;as 2 Q and a0 6= 0. Let g1 be the sum of the terms of f in which
the degrees of z are less than n and let h1 be the sum of the terms of f in which
the degrees of z are greater than or equal to n. Then f = g1 + h1zn. If g1 = 0,
then
f = g1 + h1zn
= h1zn:
Since multideg(h1zn)  multideg(f) and since zn 2 G0, we have f  !G0 0. If
g1 6= 0, then g1 2 P(2n   i0;n   j0;2m0) and the the degree of z in every term of
g1 is less than n. If 2m0 < 2i0 + 2j0   2, then 2m0 = 2i0 + 2j0   2   2l for some
l 2 N and Corollary 3.5 tells us that such a polynomial g1 does not exist. Hence
2m0  2i0 + 2j0   2. Thus, we can write
g1 = b1z
2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2) + f1;
where f1 = 0 or f1 2 P(2n   i0   l0;n   j0   l0;2m0 + 2l0) for some l0 2 N. If
f1 = 0, then
f = g1 + h1zn
= b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2) + f1 + h1zn
= b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2) + h1zn:
Since multideg(b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2))  multideg(f),
multideg(h1zn) < multideg(f) and since zn;p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2) 2 G0,
22we have f  !G0 0. If f1 6= 0, we let i1 = i0 + l0, j1 = j0 + l0, and m1 = m0 + l0.
Then f1 2 P(2n   i1;n   j1;2m1) and we can write f1 = g2 + h2zn, where g2 = 0
or g2 2 P(2n   i1;n   j1;2m1), the degree of z in every term of g2 is less than n,
and h2 2 Q[x;y;z]. If g2 = 0, then
f = b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2) + f1 + h1zn
= b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2) + g2 + h2zn + h1zn
= b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2) + h2zn + h1zn:
Notice that multideg(b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n i0;n j0;2i0+2j0 2)) = multideg(f),
multideg(h2zn) < multideg(f), and multideg(h1zn) < (f), so we have f  !G0 0.
If g2 6= 0, since g2 2 q0
n, by Corollary 3.5 again, we have 2m1  2i1 + 2j1   2.
Therefore, similar as above, we can write
g2 = b2z
2m1 (2i1+2j1 2)p(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2) + f2;
where f2 = 0 or f2 2 P(2n   i1   l1;n   j1   l1;2m1 + 2l1) for some l1 2 N. If
f2 = 0, then
f = b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2) + g2 + h2zn + h1zn
= b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2)
+b2z2m1 (2i1+2j1 2)p(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2)
+f2 + h2zn + h1zn
= b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2)
+b2z2m1 (2i1+2j1 2)p(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2)
+h2zn + h1zn:
Since the multidegree of every term in the last expression is less than or equal
to multideg(f), f  !G0 0 If f2 6= 0, we let i2 = i1 + l1, j2 = j1 + l1, and
m2 = m1+l1, and continue the same discussion as above. More precisely, for each
k  2, if fk 6= 0, we let ik = ik 1 + lk 1, jk = jk 1 + lk 1, and mk = mk 1 + lk 1,
and write fk = gk+1+hk+1zn, where gk+1 = 0 or gk+1 2 P(2n ik;n jk;2mk), the
degree of z in every term of gk+1 is less than n, and hk+1 2 Q[x;y;z]. If gk+1 6= 0,
23by Corollary 3.5, we have 2mk  2ik + 2jk   2. Thus, we write
gk+1 = bk+1z
2mk (2ik+2jk 2)p(2n   ik;n   jk;2ik + 2jk   2) + fk+1;
where fk+1 = 0 or fk+1 2 P(2n   ik   lk;n   jk   lk;2mk + 2lk) for some lk 2 N.
Notice that
2n   i0 > 2n   i1 > 2n   i2 > 
is a decreasing sequence of nonnegative integers, so the discussion must stop even-
tually; in other words, we will eventually obtain fs = 0 or gs = 0 for some s 2 N.
If fs = 0, then we have
f = b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2)
+b2z2m1 (2i1+2j1 2)p(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2)
+ + bsz2ms 1 (2is 1+2js 1 2)p(2n   is 1;n   js 1;2is 1 + 2js 1   2)
+hszn +  + h2zn + h1zn:
If gs = 0, then we have
f = b1z2m0 (2i0+2j0 2)p(2n   i0;n   j0;2i0 + 2j0   2)
+b2z2m1 (2i1+2j1 2)p(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2)
+ + bs 1z2ms 2 (2is 2+2js 2 2)p(2n   is 2;n   js 2;2is 2 + 2js 2   2)
+hszn +  + h2zn + h1zn:
Since in either case the multidegree of every term on the right hand side is less than
or equal to multideg(f) and since p(2n i0;n j0;2i0+2j0 2);z2m1 (2i1+2j1 2)p(2n 
i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2);:::;p(2n   is 1;n   js 1;2is 1 + 2js 1   2);zn 2 G0, we
have f  !G0 0 and the proof is complete.
Proposition 3.7. The set
G
0 = fx
2n;(xy+z
2)
n;z
n;p(2n i;n j;2i+2j 2) j i;j 2 N;0 < 2i+2j 2 < ng
is a Groebner basis for q0
n.
Proof. Let g1;g2 2 G0. Note that the S-polynomial of g1 and g2 must be zero or
contained in P(2n   i0;n   j0;2m0) for some i0;j0;m0 2 N. By Lemma 3.6, we
have S(g1;g2)  !G0 0. Thus by Theorem 2.15, G0 is a Groebner basis for q0
n.
24Remark 3.8. Let q00
n be the ideal hy2n;(xy + z2)n;zni in Q[x;y;z]. Since q00
n is
obtained by exchanging the variables x and y in q0
n, according to Proposition 3.7,
we know that
G
00 = fy
2n;(xy+z
2)
n;z
n;p(n j;2n i;2i+2j 2) j i;j 2 N;0 < 2i+2j 2 < ng
is a Groebner basis for q00
n. Moreover, p(n   j;2n   i;2i + 2j   2) is obtained by
exchanging the variables x and y in p(2n i;n j;2i+2j 2). Hence, if we write
p(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2)
= x2n iyn jz2i+2j 2 + 1x2n i 1yn j 1z2i+2j +  + lx2n i lyn j lz2i+2j 2+2l;
then we have
p(n   j;2n   i;2i + 2j   2)
= xn jy2n iz2i+2j 2 + 1xn j 1y2n i 1z2i+2j +  + lxn j ly2n i lz2i+2j 2+2l:
Therefore, we have x(2n i) (n j)g2 = y(2n i) (n j)g3.
Proposition 3.9. The set
G = fx2n;y2n;(xy + z2)n;zng
[fp(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2) j i;j 2 N;0 < 2i + 2j   2 < ng
[fp(n   j;2n   i;2i + 2j   2) j i;j 2 N;0 < 2i + 2j   2 < ng
is a Groebner basis for qn.
Proof. Let
G
0 = fx
2n;(xy+z
2)
n;z
n;p(2n i;n j;2i+2j 2) j i;j 2 N;0 < 2i+2j 2 < ng
and let
G
00 = fy
2n;(xy+z
2)
n;z
n;p(n j;2n i;2i+2j 2) j i;j 2 N;0 < 2i+2j 2 < ng:
Then G = G0 [G00. By Proposition 3.7 and Remark 3.8, G0 and G00 are Groebner
bases for q0
n and q00
n, respectively. We want to use Theorem 2.15 to show that G is
a Groebner basis for qn, i.e., for any g1;g2 2 G, S(g1;g2)  !G 0. Let g1;g2 2 G.
25If g1 and g2 are both contained in G0, then S(g1;g2)  !G0 0 because G0 is a
Groebner basis for q0
n. Hence we know that S(g1;g2)  !G 0. Similarly, if g1 and
g2 are both contained in G00, we also know that S(g1;g2)  !G 0. Now suppose
g1 and g2 are in dierent sets. Without loss of generality, we assume g1 2 G0 and
g2 2 G00. If g1 = x2n and g2 = y2n, then S(g1;g2) = 0 and so S(g1;g2)  !G 0. If
g1 = x2n and g2 6= y2n, let
g2 = p(n   j;2n   i;2i + 2   2);
where i;j 2 N and 0 < 2i + 2j   2 < n. Consider the polynomial
g3 = p(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2   2) 2 G
0;
then we have x(2n i) (n j)g2 = y(2n i) (n j)g3 by Remark 3.8. Note that
S(g1;g3) = y
n jx
2n   x
ig3
and
S(g1;g2) =y
2n ix
2n   x
2n (n j)g2
=y
2n ix
2n   x
ix
(2n i) (n j)g2
=y
2n ix
2n   x
iy
(2n i) (n j)g3
=y
(2n i) (n j)[y
n jx
2n   x
ig3]
=y
(2n i) (n j)S(g1;g3):
Since G0 is a Groebner basis for q0
n and since g1;g3 2 G0, we have S(g1;g3)  !G0 0
and so S(g1;g3)  !G 0. Therefore, S(g1;g2)  !G 0. Similarly, if g1 6= x2n and
g2 = y2n, then we also have S(g1;g2)  !G 0. If g1 6= x2n and g2 6= y2n, let
g1 = p(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2) 2 G
0
and
g2 = p(n   j2;2n   i2;2i2 + 2j2   2) 2 G
00:
Without loss of generality, assume 2n   i1  2n   i2, where i1;i2;j1;j2 2 N with
0 < 2i1 + 2j1   2 < n and 0 < 2i2 + 2j2   2 < n. Consider the polynomial
g3 = p(2n   i2;n   j2;2i2 + 2j2   2) 2 G
0;
26then we have x(2n i2) (n j2)g2 = y(2n i2) (n j2)g3 by Remark 3.8 again. Note that
since 2n   i1  2n   i2,
S(g1;g3) = y
My (n j1)z
Mz (2i1+2j1 2)g1 x
(2n i1) (2n i2)y
My (n j2)z
Mz (2i2+2j2 2)g3;
where My = maxfn   j1;n   j2g and Mz = maxf2i1 + 2j1   2;2i2 + 2j2   2g.
Moreover, for any i;j 2 N with 0 < 2i + 2j   2 < n, we have i  n
2 < n and so
2n   i > n > n   j. Therefore, we have
S(g1;g2)
=y
(2n i2) (n j1)z
Mz (2i1+2j1 2)g1   x
(2n i1) (n j2)z
Mz (2i2+2j2 2)g2
=y
(2n i2) (n j1)z
Mz (2i1+2j1 2)g1   x
(2n i1) (2n i2)x
(2n i2) (n j2)z
Mz (2i2+2j2 2)g2
=y
(2n i2) (n j1)z
Mz (2i1+2j1 2)g1   x
(2n i1) (2n i2)y
(2n i2) (n j2)z
Mz (2i2+2j2 2)g3
=y
(2n i2) My[y
My (n j1)z
Mz (2i1+2j1 2)g1 x
(2n i1) (2n i2)y
My (n j2)z
Mz (2i2+2j2 2)g3]
=y
(2n i2) MyS(g1;g3):
Since G0 is a Groebner basis for q0
n and since g1;g3 2 G0, we have S(g1;g3)  !G0 0
and so S(g1;g3)  !G 0. Therefore, S(g1;g2)  !G 0. By Theorem 2.15, G is a
Groebner basis for qn.
274 The Colon Ideals (qn : m)
In this chapter, we use Groebner basis to nd which elements belong to the colon
ideals (qn : m). The case of n being odd is more complicated than the case of n
being even, hence we handle the case of n being even rst.
4.1 The Case of n Being Even
Proposition 4.1. If n = 2k for some k 2 N, then
(qn : m)  qn + x
ky
kz
2k 1hx
2k;y
2kihx;yi
k 1:
Proof. Let f 2 xkykz2k 1hx2k;y2kihx;yik 1. We want to show that xf;yf;zf 2 qn.
Since f 2 xkykz2k 1(x2k;y2k)(x;y)k 1, without loss of generality, we may assume
f = x
ky
kz
2k 1x
2kx
sy
k 1 s
for some s 2 Z with 0  s  k   1. If s = k   1, then
f = xkykz2k 1x2kxk 1yk 1 (k 1)
= x4k 1y2k kz2k 1
= x2n 1yn kzn 1:
Let i1 = 1 and j1 = k 1. Consider the polynomial p(2n i1;n j1;2i1+2j1 2) 2
G. Since 2i1 + 2j1   2 = 2 + 2k   2   2 = n   2, by Remark 3.3, we know
p(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2) = x2n i1yn j1zn 2. Since
xf = x2nyn kzn 1;
yf = x2n 1yn (k 1)zn 1 = x2n i1yn j1zn 1 = zp(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2);
zf = x2n 1yn kzn
and since the polynomials x2n;p(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2); and zn belong to
qn, we have xf;yf;zf belong to qn. If 0  s  k   2, then
f = xkykz2k 1x2kxsyk 1 s
= x3k+sy2k 1 sz2k 1
= x2n (k s)yn (s+1)zn 1:
28Let i2 = k s 1;j2 = s+1;i3 = k s, and j3 = s. Consider the two polynomials
p(2n   i2;n   j2;2i2 + 2j2   2);p(2n   i3;n   j3;2i3 + 2j3   2) 2 G. Since
2i2 + 2j2   2 = 2(k   s   1) + 2(s + 1)   2 = 2k   2 = n   2
and
2i3 + 2j3   2 = 2(k   s) + 2s   2 = 2k   2 = n   2;
by Remark 3.3, we know
p(2n   i2;n   j2;2i2 + 2j2   2) = x
2n i2y
n j2z
n 2
and
p(2n   i3;n   j3;2i3 + 2j3   2) = x
2n i3z
n j3z
n 2:
Since
xf = x2n (k s 1)yn (s+1)zn 1 = x2n i2yn j2zn 1 = zp(2n   i2;n   j2;2i2 + 2j2   2);
yf = x2n (k s)yn szn 1 = x2n i3yn j3zn 1 = zp(2n   i3;n   j3;2i3 + 2j3   2);
zf = x2n (k s)yn (s+1)zn
and since the polynomials p(2n   i2;n   j2;2i2 + 2j2   2);p(2n   i3;n   j3;2i3 +
2j3   2); and zn belong to qn, we have xf;yf;zf belong to qn.
Proposition 4.1 shows that if n = 2k, the image of
x
ky
kz
2k 1hx
2k;y
2kihx;yi
k 1
in R=qn is contained in (qn : m)=qn. In the following proposition, we will show that
the images of the minimal monomial generators of xkykz2k 1hx2k;y2kihx;yik 1 are
linearly independent over Q in R=qn.
Proposition 4.2. If n = 2k, then the images of the minimal monomial generators
of
x
ky
kz
2k 1hx
2k;y
2kihx;yi
k 1
are linearly independent over Q in R=qn.
29Proof. We want to show that for all s = 0;1;:::;k   1 and t = 0;1;:::;k   1,
the images of xkykz2k 1x2kxsyk 1 s, xkykz2k 1y2kxtyk 1 t are linearly independent
over Q in R=qn; in other words, if
f =
k 1 X
s=0
asx
2n (k s)y
n (s+1)z
n 1 +
k 1 X
t=0
btx
n (t+1)y
2n (k t)z
n 1
belongs to qn, then as = bt = 0 for all s = 0;1;:::;k   1 and t = 0;1;:::;k   1,
i.e., if f belongs to qn, then f = 0. Suppose f 6= 0. Then the leading monomial
of f must be equal to x2n (k s)yn (s+1)zn 1 or xn (t+1)y2n (k t)zn 1 for some 0 
s  k   1 and 0  t  k   1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the
leading monomial of f equals x2n (k s)yn (s+1)zn 1 for some s = 0;1;:::;k   1.
Since Proposition 3.9 tells us that
G = fx2n;y2n;(xy + z2)n;zng
[fp(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2) j i;j 2 N;0 < 2i + 2j   2 < ng
[fp(n   j;2n   i;2i + 2j   2) j i;j 2 N;0 < 2i + 2j   2 < ng
is a Groebner basis for qn, by Denition 2.8, hlm(G)i = hlm(qn)i. Hence, by
Proposition 2.11, if we know that lm(f) is not divisible by any monomial in lm(G),
then we have f = 2 qn. It is clear that lm(f) = x2n (k s)yn (s+1)zn 1 is not divisible
by the leading monomials of the following polynomials: x2n;y2n;(xy+z2)n;zn, and
p(n j;2n i;2i+2j 2) for all i;j 2 N with 0 < 2i+2j 2 < n. More precisely,
lm(f) is not divisible by x2n because 2n > 2n (k  s); lm(f) is not divisible by
y2n because 2n > n   (s + 1); lm(f) is not divisible by lm((xy + z2)n) = xnyn
because n > n (s+1); lm(f) is not divisible by lm(p(n j;2n i;2i+2j 2)) =
xn jy2n iz2i+2j 2 because 2n i > n > n (s+1). For the remaining monomials
in lm(G), i.e., lm(p(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2)) = x2n iyn jz2i+2j 2 with i;j 2 N
and 0 < 2i + 2j   2 < n, if lm(f) is divisible by x2n iyn jz2i+2j 2, then we have
2n   (k   s)  2n   i; n   (s + 1)  n   j; and n   1 > 2i + 2j   2;
then we obtain
i  k   s; j  s + 1; and n   1 > 2i + 2j   2;
30and thus
n   1 > 2i + 2j   2  2(k   s) + 2(s + 1)   2 = 2k = n > n   1;
which is impossible. Hence lm(f) is not divisible by lm(p(2n i;n j;2i+2j 2))
for all i;j 2 N with 0 < 2i + 2j   2 < n. Therefore we have f = 2 qn and get a
contradiction. Hence f = 0 and this completes the proof.
Since Proposition 4.2 tells us that there are 2k = n elements which are linearly
independent over Q in R=qn, their images in Rm=(qn)m ' (R=qn)m are also linearly
independent over Q ' Rm=mm. Hence we have
NR(qn) = NRm((qn)m) = Socdim(Rm=(qn)m)  n:
4.2 The Case of n Being Odd
Lemma 4.3. Let i;j 2 N with 2i + 2j   2 = n   3. Then the monomial
f = x
2n iy
n jz
n 2
is in qn.
Proof. Consider the polynomial p(2n i;n j;2i+2j 2) 2 qn. Since 2i+2j 2 =
n   3, we may write
p(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2) = x
2n iy
n jz
n 3 + 1x
2n i 1y
n j 1z
n 1:
Since
f = x2n iyn jzn 2
= z[x2n iyn jzn 3 + 1x2n i 1yn j 1zn 1]   z1x2n i 1yn j 1zn 1
= zp(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2)   1x2n i 1yn j 1zn
and since p(2n i;n j;2i+2j 2) and zn both belong to qn, we have f 2 qn.
Proposition 4.4. If n = 2k + 1 for some k 2 N, then
(qn : m)  qn+x
ky
kz
2khx
2k+1;y
2k+1ihx;yi
k+x
k+1y
k+1z
2k 1hx
2k+1;y
2k+1ihx;yi
k 1:
31Proof. Let f 2 xkykz2khx2k+1;y2k+1ihx;yik. We want to show that xf;yf;zf 2 qn.
Since f 2 xkykz2khx2k+1;y2k+1ihx;yik, without loss of generality, we may assume
f = x
ky
kz
2kx
2k+1x
sy
k s
for some s 2 Z with 0  s  k. If s = k, then
f = xkykz2kx2k+1xkyk k
= x4k+1ykz2k
= x2n 1yn (k+1)zn 1:
Let i1 = 1 and j1 = k. Consider the polynomial p(2n i1;n j1;2i1+2j1 2) 2 G.
Since 2i1 + 2j1   2 = 2 + 2k   2 = n   1, by Remark 3.3, we know
p(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2) = x
2n i1y
n j1z
n 1:
Since
xf = x2nyn (k+1)zn 1;
yf = x2n 1yn kzn 1 = x2n i1yn j1zn 1 = p(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2);
zf = x2n 1yn (k+1)zn;
and since the polynomials x2n, p(2n   i1;n   j1;2i1 + 2j1   2); and zn belong to
qn, we have xf;yf;zf belong to qn. If 0  s  k   1, then
f = xkykz2kx2k+1xsyk s
= x3k+s+1y2k sz2k
= x2n (k s+1)yn (s+1)zn 1:
Let i2 = k s;j2 = s+1;i3 = k s+1, and j3 = s. Consider the two polynomials
p(2n   i2;n   j2;2i2 + 2j2   2);p(2n   i3;n   j3;2i3 + 2j3   2) 2 G. Since
2i2 + 2j2   2 = 2(k   s) + 2(s + 1)   2 = 2k = n   1
and
2i3 + 2j3   2 = 2(k   s + 1) + 2s   2 = 2k = n   1;
32by Remark 3.3, we know
p(2n   i2;n   j2;2i2 + 2j2   2) = x
2n i2y
n j2z
n 1
and
p(2n   i3;n   j3;2i3 + 2j3   2) = x
2n i3z
n j3z
n 1:
Since
xf = x2n (k s)yn (s+1)zn 1 = x2n i2yn j2zn 1 = p(2n   i2;n   j2;2i2 + 2j2   2);
yf = x2n (k s+1)yn szn 1 = x2n i3yn j3zn 1 = p(2n   i3;n   j3;2i3 + 2j3   2);
zf = x2n (k s+1)yn (s+1)zn;
and since the polynomials p(2n   i2;n   j2;2i2 + 2j2   2), p(2n   i3;n   j3;2i3 +
2j3   2); and zn belong to qn, we have xf;yf;zf belong to qn.
Similarly, for g 2 xk+1yk+1z2k 1hx2k+1;y2k+1ihx;yik 1, we want to show that
xg;yg;zg 2 qn. Let g 2 xk+1yk+1z2k 1hx2k+1;y2k+1ihx;yik 1. Without loss of
generality, we may assume
g = x
k+1y
k+1z
2k 1x
2k+1x
sy
k 1 s
for some s 2 Z with 0  s  k   1. If s = k   1, then
g = xk+1yk+1z2k 1x2k+1xk 1yk 1 (k 1)
= x4k+1y2k+1 kz2k 1
= x2n 1yn kzn 2:
Let i4 = 1 and j4 = k. Consider the polynomial p(2n i4;n j4;2i4+2j4 2) 2 G.
Since 2i4 + 2j4   2 = 2 + 2k   2 = n   1, by Remark 3.3, we know
p(2n   i4;n   j4;2i4 + 2j4   2) = x
2n i4y
n j4z
n 1:
Since
xg = x2nyn kzn 2;
zg = x2n 1yn kzn 1 = p(2n   i4;n   j4;2i4 + 2j4   2);
33and since the polynomials x2n and p(2n i4;n j4;2i4+2j4 2) belong to qn, we
have xg;zg belong to qn. To see that yg 2 qn, we let i5 = 1 and j5 = k  1. Since
2i5 +2j5  2 = 2+2k 2 2 = n 3, by Lemma 4.3, we have that the monomial
yg = x
2n 1y
n (k 1)z
n 2 = x
2n i5y
n j5z
n 2
belongs to qn. If 0  s  k   1, then
g = xk+1yk+1z2k 1x2k+1xsyk 1 s
= x3k+s+2y2k sz2k 1
= x2n (k s)yn (s+1)zn 2:
Let i6 = k   s and j6 = s + 1. Consider the polynomial p(2n   i6;n   j6;2i6 +
2j6   2) 2 G. Since 2i6 + 2j6   2 = 2(k   s) + 2(s + 1)   2 = 2k = n   1, by
Remark 3.3, we know
p(2n   i6;n   j6;2i6 + 2j6   2) = x
2n i6y
n j6z
n 1:
Since
zg = x
2n (k s)y
n (s+1)z
n 1 = p(2n   i6;n   j6;2i6 + 2j6   2)
and since p(2n i6;n j6;2i6 +2j6  2) belongs to qn, we have zg belongs to qn.
To see that xg;yg 2 qn, we let i7 = k   s   1;j7 = s + 1;i8 = k   s, and j8 = s.
Since
2i7 + 2j7   2 = 2(k   s   1) + 2(s + 1)   2 = 2k   2 = n   3
and
2i8 + 2j8   2 = 2(k   s) + 2s   2 = 2k   2 = n   3;
by Lemma 4.3, we have the monomials
xg = x
2n (k s 1)y
n (s+1)z
n 2 = x
2n i7y
n j7z
n 2
and
yg = x
2n (k s)y
n sz
n 2 = x
2n i8y
n j8z
n 2
both belong to qn.
34Proposition 4.4 shows that if n = 2k + 1, the image of
x
ky
kz
2khx
2k+1;y
2k+1ihx;yi
k + x
k+1y
k+1z
2k 1hx
2k+1;y
2k+1ihx;yi
k 1
in R=qn is contained in (qn : m)=qn. In the following proposition, we will show that
the images of the minimal monomial generators of xkykz2khx2k+1;y2k+1ihx;yik +
xk+1yk+1z2k 1hx2k+1;y2k+1ihx;yik 1 are linearly independent over Q in R=qn.
Proposition 4.5. If n = 2k + 1, then the images of the minimal monomial
generators of
x
ky
kz
2khx
2k+1;y
2k+1ihx;yi
k + x
k+1y
k+1z
2k 1hx
2k+1;y
2k+1ihx;yi
k 1
are linearly independent over Q in R=qn.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.2. We want to show that
for all s = 0;1;:::;k, t = 0;1;:::;k, u = 0;1;:::;k   1, and v = 0;1;:::;k   1,
the images of
x
ky
kz
2kx
2k+1x
sy
k s; x
ky
kz
2ky
2k+1x
ty
k t; x
k+1y
k+1z
2k 1x
2k+1x
uy
k 1 u;
and
x
k+1y
k+1z
2k 1y
2k+1x
vy
k 1 v
are linearly independent over Q in R=qn; in other words, if
f =
k X
s=0
asx
2n (k s+1)y
n (s+1)z
n 1 +
k X
t=0
btx
n (t+1)y
2n (k t+1)z
n 1
+
k 1 X
u=0
cux
2n (k u)y
n (u+1)z
n 2 +
k 1 X
v=0
dvx
n (v+1)y
2n (k v)z
n 2
belongs to qn, then as = bt = cu = dv = 0 for all s = 0;1;:::;k, t = 0;1;:::;k, u =
0;1;:::;k 1, and v = 0;1;:::;k 1, i.e., if f belongs to qn, then f = 0. Suppose
f 6= 0. Then the leading monomial of f must be equal to x2n (k s+1)yn (s+1)zn 1,
xn (t+1)y2n (k t+1)zn 1, x2n (k u)yn (u+1)zn 2, or xn (v+1)y2n (k v)zn 2. With-
out loss of generality, we may assume that the leading monomial of f equals
35x2n (k s+1)yn (s+1)zn 1 or x2n (k u)yn (u+1)zn 2 for some s = 0;1;:::;k or u =
0;1;:::;k   1. Since Proposition 3.9 tells us that
G = fx2n;y2n;(xy + z2)n;zng
[fp(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2) j i;j 2 N;0 < 2i + 2j   2 < ng
[fp(n   j;2n   i;2i + 2j   2) j i;j 2 N;0 < 2i + 2j   2 < ng
is a Groebner basis for qn, by Denition 2.8, hlm(G)i = hlm(qn)i. Hence, by
Proposition 2.11, if we know that lm(f) is not divisible by any monomial in
lm(G), then we have f = 2 qn. It is clear that neither x2n (k s+1)yn (s+1)zn 1
nor x2n (k u)yn (u+1)zn 2 is divisible by the leading monomials of the following
polynomials: x2n;y2n;(xy+z2)n;zn, and p(n j;2n i;2i+2j 2) for all i;j 2 N
with 0 < 2i + 2j   2 < n. More precisely, because 2n > 2n   (k   s + 1),
2n > n (s+1), n > n (s+1), and 2n i > n > n (s+1), x2n (k s+1)yn (s+1)zn 1
is not divisible by x2n, y2n, lm((xy + z2)n) = xnyn, and lm(p(n   j;2n   i;2i +
2j   2)) = xn jy2n iz2i+2j 2, respectively; similarly, because 2n > 2n   (k   u),
2n > n (u+1), n > n (u+1), and 2n i > n > n (u+1), x2n (k u)yn (u+1)zn 2
is not divisible by x2n, y2n, xnyn, and xn jy2n iz2i+2j 2, either. For the remaining
monomials in lm(G), i.e., lm(p(2n   i;n   j;2i + 2j   2)) = x2n iyn jz2i+2j 2
with i;j 2 N and 0 < 2i + 2j   2 < n, if x2n (k s+1)yn (s+1)zn 1 is divisible by
x2n iyn jz2i+2j 2, then we have
2n   (k   s + 1)  2n   i; n   (s + 1)  n   j; and n   1 > 2i + 2j   2;
and then we obtain
i  k   s + 1; j  s + 1; and n   1 > 2i + 2j   2;
and thus
n   1 > 2i + 2j   2  2(k   s + 1) + 2(s + 1)   2 = 2k + 2 = n + 1 > n   1;
which is impossible. Similarly, if x2n (k u)yn (u+1)zn 2 is divisible by x2n iyn jz2i+2j 2
for some i;j 2 N with 0 < 2i + 2j   2 < n, then we have
2n   (k   u)  2n   i; n   (u + 1)  n   j; and n   2 > 2i + 2j   2;
36and then we obtain
i  k   u; j  u + 1; and n   2 > 2i + 2j   2;
and thus
n   2 > 2i + 2j   2  2(k   u) + 2(u + 1)   2 = 2k = n   1;
which is also impossible. Hence we have lm(f) is not divisible by lm(p(2n i;n 
j;2i+2j  2)) for all i;j 2 N with 0 < 2i+2j  2 < n. Therefore we have f = 2 qn
and get a contradiction. Hence f = 0 and this completes the proof.
Since Proposition 4.5 tells us that there are 2(k+1)+2k = 2n elements which
are linearly independent over Q in R=qn, their images in Rm=(qn)m ' (R=qn)m are
also linearly independent over Q ' Rm=mm. Hence we have
NR(qn) = NRm((qn)m) = Socdim(Rm=(qn)m)  2n:
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